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INTRODUCTION

Supercoiling can alter the form and base pairing of the double helix and directly impact protein binding. More indirectly, changes in protein binding and the stress of supercoiling also influence the thermodynamic stability of regulatory, protein-mediated loops and shift the equilibria of fundamental DNA/chromatin transactions. For example, supercoiling affects the hierarchical organization and function of chromatin in topologically associating domains (TADs) in both eukaryotes and bacteria. On the other hand, a protein-mediated loop in DNA can constrain supercoiling within a plectonemic structure. To characterize the extent of constrained supercoiling, 400 bp, lac repressor-secured loops were formed in extensively over- or under-wound DNA under gentle tension in a magnetic tweezer. The protein-mediated loops constrained variable amounts of supercoiling that often exceeded the maximum writhe expected for a 400 bp plectoneme. Loops with such high levels of supercoiling appear to be entangled with flanking domains. Thus, loop-mediating proteins operating on supercoiled substrates can establish topological domains that may coordinate gene regulation and other DNA transactions across spans in the genome that are larger than the separation between the binding sites.

INTRODUCTION

Supercoiling is an inherent and dynamic feature of DNA that sensitively regulates genome-based reactions (1–4), altering base-pairing or the form of the helix (5,6) to modify protein binding. It affects the thermodynamic stability of regulatory, protein-mediated loops (7,8), and may become trapped within such loops (7,9,10). In mouse liver cells, topologically associating domains (TADs) with loops catalyzed by CTCF (11) are flanked by topoisomerase (TOP2B), an enzyme that modifies supercoiling (12). This suggests that the interplay between supercoiling and looping is fundamental to eukaryotic gene regulation. Indeed, psoralen incorporation has shown that transcriptionally active TADs are negatively supercoiled (13). The presence of TOP2B at the border between TADs may decouple supercoiling levels in adjacent domains such that one domain can be highly supercoiled and looped, independently of the status of adjacent domains. This would enable discrete loop/supercoiling-mediated gene regulation in each TAD. Supercoiled TADs could be a natural consequence of the supercoiling generated by transcription. In models of divergent transcription operating in 600 kbp regions, supercoiled and torsionally relaxed domains spontaneously became interspersed, and the three-dimensional proximity of DNA segments exhibited a pattern like that observed experimentally in Schizosaccharomyces pombe using chromosome conformation capture assays (14). Supercoiling also affects the hierarchical organization and function of chromatin in prokaryotes like Streptococcus pneumonia which has genes organized in topology-sensitive clusters (15).

This evidence suggests that supercoiling plays a role in establishing domains in chromatin. It is straightforward to imagine the conformational differences between a linkage between two sites in a gently curved DNA molecule that forms a simple loop versus a linkage between juxtaposed sites in a solenoidally or plectonemically coiled molecule that traps supercoiling and may even produce knots. The entanglement that accompanies supercoiling creates topology that, when stabilized by a protein-mediated junction, may have regulatory consequences due to the compaction of the DNA, the difference in supercoiling within and outside the loop, and the partitioning that isolates segments inside a loop from those outside the loop (16).

Although the supercoiling and topology of DNA segments are dynamic and so complex in vivo that measurements would be difficult, single molecule manipulation in vitro allows arbitrary twisting of DNA while monitoring the overall extension of the molecule to detect loop formation. Therefore, to investigate the interplay between supercoiling and looping, superparamagnetic beads were tethered to the
surface of a glass microchamber by DNA molecules containing two lac repressor (LacI) binding sites separated by 400 bases, and LacI was added to the solution. LacI protein is a paradigmatic DNA looping protein (17) with two DNA-binding domains connected by a hinge, and can bind simultaneously two, non-adjacent binding sites, producing a loop in the intervening DNA. We used magnetic tweezers (MT) (18) to impart controlled amounts of supercoiling to the DNA tethers, and monitored intermittent shortening of the molecules due to LacI-mediated looping and entanglement, as well as the amount of writhe (19) trapped to the DNA tethers, and monitored intermittent shortening of the molecules due to LacI-mediated looping and entanglement, as well as the amount of writhe (19) trapped by loops. LacI-mediated loops often sequestered supercoiling and topologically constrained domains larger than the loop. Thus, protein-mediated loops in supercoiled DNA affect not only the circumscribed DNA but also topologically extend to flanking sequences. This newly discovered way of creating extended topological domains may enable the coordinated regulation of serially arranged elements of the genome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of DNA tethers

DNA tethers were 2121 bp (0.7 μm) in length and contained the O1 and O2 lac repressor operators separated by 400 bp at approximately the center of the tether (Figure S1, supplementary information). These constructs were produced by PCR using plasmid pO1O2_401 (9) as a template for 5′-TGGCGGACCGAAGACATGC and 5′-CTGGCCGGTGATACCGTTAGCGA primers, digesting the ampiclon with ApaI and XmaI (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA, USA), and subsequently purifying with silica-membrane-column kits (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA). Biotin- or digoxigenin-labeled DNA end fragments were generated using PCR with pBluKSP+ as plasmid template for 5′-TGCGCAGGAAAAACAGGAAGGCA and 5′-GGTGAATCTGCTGCTTGCAA primers with dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP (Fermentas-Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) and digoxigenin-11-dUTP (Roche Life Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA) or biotin-11-dUTP (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) in a molar ratio of 1:1:0.9:0.1. These primers amplify a 2 kb segment with the multi-cloning site of pBluKSP+ at the center. Cleavage of these bio- or dig-labeled segments with ApaI or XmaI generated ~1 kb, labeled fragments with 4-bp overhangs for ligation. These labeled DNA fragments were ligated (T4 DNA ligase, New England BioLabs), to opposite ends of the central fragment to produce DNA for tethering streptavidin-labeled beads to an anti-digoxigenin-coated coverglass. The maps of the plasmids and sequences of the primers used are shown in Supplementary Figure S1.

Micro-chamber preparation

Chambers were prepared as previously reported (16,20,21). In brief, micro-chambers with an approximate volume of ~30 μl were prepared by laser-cutting a gasket from parafilm and mildly heating to seal it between two cover slips (Fisherbrand, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The channel inlet and outlet were narrow to reduce the evaporation of buffer during observation (Supplementary Figure S2). The digoxigenin-labeled ends of DNA molecules were attached to the glass surface coated with polyclonal anti-digoxigenin (Roche Life Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA) and the opposite biotin-labeled ends to 1.0 μm-diameter, streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads (Dynabead MyOne Streptavidin T1, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA). The chamber surfaces were passivated with 0.1 mg/ml BSA to prevent non-specific sticking of the DNA and beads to the surface. Prepared chambers were filled with buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH = 7.4, 200 mM KCl, 0.5 mg/ml α-casein) and stored in a high humidity box at 4°C up to 24 h or used directly after gently flushing with 200 μl λ buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.4, 200 mM KCl, 5% DMSO, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM DTT and 0.2 mg/ml α-casein).

Magnetic tweezing

DNA tethers were stretched and twisted using magnetic tweezers, a pair of magnets just above the micro-chamber that can be moved along or rotated around the optical axis of the microscope. The custom instrument is controlled, and data is acquired using MatLab software (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). DNA molecules without nicks formed plectonemes that reduced extension upon under- or over-winding at low tension (<0.4 pN) (Supplementary Figure S3) (7,22,23) and were selected for analysis. The supercoiling of a DNA molecule can be quantified using the change in the linking number, $\Delta Lk = Lk - Lk_0$ in which $Lk$ is the measured linking number, and the linking number of torsionally relaxed DNA, $Lk_0$ equals the number of base-pairs divided by the helical repeat (~10.4 bp/turn for B DNA). The change in the linking number includes both the excess twist and writhe, $\Delta Lk = \Delta Tw + \Delta Wr$, compared to torsionally relaxed DNA. DNA molecules were repeatedly wound or unwound, in steps of two turns, to change the linking number by ±10% (±20 turns/(2121 bp/10.4 bp/turn)) at tensions of 0.25 or 0.45 pN, values that are estimated to be relevant for genomic DNA in physiological conditions (24,25). Under 0.25 pN tension, the extension-vs-turns curves without protein were symmetric. At 0.45 pN, extension-vs-turns curves without protein exhibited a longer maximum extension and were slightly asymmetric, due to partial conversion of unwound DNA to left-handed forms (6,22) (Supplementary Figure S3). The extension-versus-turns data was recorded, first without and then after adding 1 nM LacI protein (provided by Kathleen Matthews, Rice University). The protein was present throughout coiling or uncoiling the DNA, and loops that formed in the highly supercoiled tethers were subsequently detected by shifted and/or decreased maximal extensions when the DNA tethers were uncoiled.

Exclusion of artifacts

Non-specific interactions could in principle decrease the length of the DNA tether and might be of three different types: (i) bead to surface, (ii) DNA to surface or bead, (iii) DNA-bound protein to surface or bead. We have ruled out
the possibility that any of these could be the cause of the DNA length shortening we observed in this study. First, non-specific sticking of a DNA-tethered bead to the surface of the flow chamber would produce tether length measurements equal to zero. Such tethers were discarded from the analysis. Second, several observations indicated that transient, non-specific interactions between DNA and either the surface of the flow-chamber or the bead did not occur in the analysed data: (i) control measurements in the absence of LacI (the looping protein) showed only one state, and the extension-vs-turns curves recorded in this condition had reproducible maxima; (ii) decreases in the extension of the tethers were greater than or equal to the expected length of the loop segment, \( Z_{\text{loop}} \), under the applied tensions. Random, non-specific sticking would have also produced smaller decreases, which were not observed; (iii) the clear correlation between the tether length decrease and number of turns trapped in the LacI-mediated loop would not result from non-specific interactions that caused temporary, sticking of random segments of the DNA to either the surface of the flow-chamber, or the bead. Third, non interaction between LacI and streptavidin, or anti-digoxigenin, has been reported, and observations that allow us to exclude artifacts caused by DNA sticking to the bead or glass surfaces (ii and iii) allow us to exclude protein-mediated DNA sticking as well.

Finally, non-specific binding of LacI to DNA is negligible (if not non-existent) in the buffer condition and LacI concentration used, as seen by atomic force imaging (26,27) and tethered particle microscopy assays where, in the absence of supercoiling, the extension of a DNA tether without operator sequences in the presence of LacI remained constant in time (28–31).

Measuring the coiling and extent of topological domains

The \( x, y, z, t \) coordinates of a tethered and a non-specifically stuck bead were recorded in real-time using a custom MatLab routine to analyze 10 Hz digital video. A set of control traces lasting 2.5 min were recorded under tensions of 0.25, 0.45 or 0.75 pN and several positive and negative supercoiling levels were measured to determine the nominal DNA extension before adding LacI protein. After adding 1 nM LacI protein, the \( x, y, z, t \) data were recorded and analyzed using a ‘change point’ algorithm followed by an expectation-maximization routine (32,33) to identify distinct conformational states and estimate their lifetimes. Note that while looped states were essentially perpetual under 0.25 pN of tension in DNA supercoiled to \(-2\%\) superhelical density, when the tension was increased to 0.45 or even 0.75 pN, the loop more frequently ruptured and the molecule extended briefly to an unlooped state. A previous report shows that the probability of a looped conformation at a given tension increases with negative supercoiling, and higher levels of supercoiling are necessary to overcome higher tension to maintain equivalent looping probability (7).

As for measurements of supercoiling trapped in DNA loops mediated by the lambda-CI protein (7), the number of turns trapped by the LacI-mediated DNA loop was indicated by the relative shift of the peak in the extension-vs-turns curves recorded with and without LacI protein (Figure 1A). The difference, \( \Delta Z \), between the peak height of the extension-vs-turns curve with and without protein (Figure 1A), was used to estimate the extent of DNA topologically trapped by the LacI-secured loop.

![Figure 1](image-url)
Estimating plectonemic gyre lengths
As DNA is twisted, the polymer absorbs torque until reaching the buckling threshold beyond which additional twist is absorbed as plectonemic writhe, and the end-to-end distance of the tether decreases until the entire tether is plectonemic. The change in the extension due to a plectonemic gyre in moderately supercoiled DNA can be measured from the slope of the linear section of extension-vs-turns curves, for example Supplementary Figure S3, and for 0.25–0.45 pN is about 50 nm (34–38). However, for loops formed in highly supercoiled DNA tethers the relevant size of a plectonemic gyre (ΔZ/turn), Zgyre, was determined by dividing the maximum extension by the maximum number of imposed turns (Ztether/turnsnaxel, Supplementary Table S1). Zgyre was then used to estimate expected values of ΔZ using Equation (1) as described in the Results section.

RESULTS

Loop-securing LacI resists torsional stress in dynamically supercoiled DNA
To investigate supercoiled loops, para-magnetic microspheres were tethered to a cover glass by single 2121 bp DNA molecules that were gently stretched and twisted using magnetic tweezers. Twisting in the absence of LacI produced symmetric extension-vs-turns curves in which progressively larger plectonemes reduced the extension, as the amount of mechanically introduced twist increased (Figure 1A black, S4 black). The extension drops perceptibly with as little as ±2% supercoiling and dropped to <20% of the untwisted length with ±6% supercoiling. Six percent negative supercoiling is commonly measured for plasmids (40). In the presence of LacI, extension-vs-turns curves often exhibited shifted and/or reduced peaks (Figure 1A red and Supplementary Figure S4, red or blue) with respect to controls without LacI. In the representative example depicted in Figure 1A (red), initially the DNA was extensively negatively supercoiled (~20 turns) with an extended plectoneme (Figure 1B, state I). Successful cartoons in Figure 1B represent conformations that the molecule likely visited during winding from ~20 to +20 turns (Figure 1A, red curve). Winding progressively relaxed plectonemes in the flanking segments, but plectonemes within the LacI-mediated loop were protected, so that the extension-vs-turns curve displayed a reduced maximum at ~2 turns (state II). Further winding produced positive plectonemes in the flanking DNA (+), while the plectoneme within the loop remained negatively (~) supercoiled (state III). This condition, with plectonemes of opposite handedness inside and outside the loop, exerts the maximal possible torsional stress on the LacI tetramer securing the loop. When the loop ruptured, negative supercoiling within the loop immediately relaxed an equal amount of positive supercoiling in the flanking DNA giving a new torsional equilibrium (state IV). Thereafter, the curve was identical to that of an unlooped tether.

LacI-mediated loops preferentially trap negative supercoiling at higher tension
Loops that trapped superhelicity were observed under two levels of tension (Figure 1C). Under 0.25 pN of tension, loops trapped similar distributions of negative and positive supercoils and torsion-free loops rarely formed. Under 0.45 pN of tension, torsion-free loops were rare as well, but loops that trapped supercoiling readily formed and more frequently trapped negative than positive supercoils. At either tension, some of the LacI-mediated loops trapped as many as ±12 turns. Several studies of DNA with moderately sized plectonemes have established the contour length per writhe at ~50 nm under approximately half a piconewton of tension (34–38). However, twelve plectonemic gyres 50 nm in length do not fit into a 400 bp segment. Note also that at 0.45, but not 0.25 pN, LacI more often trapped negative supercoiling. Since unwinding DNA under 0.45 pN of tension produces a partial transition to L-DNA (5,6), which has a left-handed helical repeat of 15 bp, it would be possible to absorb twelve negative supercoils as L-DNA in a 400 bp loop. However, the phase change to L-DNA does not occur at 0.25 pN for which high numbers of trapped supercoils were also observed. In addition, positive supercoiling under either tension does not induce a helical phase change that might allow +12 turns to become trapped in the loop. All together these observations indicate that reductions of the extension to the maxima observed in the shifted peaks involve a more general mechanism of trapping supercoils.

LacI-mediated loops dynamically trap large topological domains in supercoiled DNA
A naïve expectation is that the boundaries of topological domains induced by looping proteins should correspond to the contour length between the delimiting protein binding sites. In this study, such a topological domain would reduce the maxima of extension-vs-turns curves by a value, Zloop, proportional to the length of the loop, Lloop. Figure 2 reports the reduction of the extension-vs-turns maxima for LacI-mediated loops relative to unlooped DNA tethers, ΔZ, as a function of the number of turns trapped by the loop. Expected Zloop values were estimated using the proportionality constants described in Supplementary Figure S3. For 400 bp loops, Zloop values as large as 0.38 μm for 0.25 pN or 0.45 pN, respectively. Zloop values were expected to lie along the grey, horizontal lines. The largest ΔZ observed at 0.25 pN, 0.41 μm, is 4.3-fold larger than Zloop. Under 0.45 pN of tension, ΔZ values as large as 0.38 μm, 3.4 times Zloop, were observed. Thus, LacI-mediated loops in supercoiled DNA frequently established topological domains much larger than the loop length, and the size of the increase was inversely correlated with tension. In Supplementary Figure S5, a cumulative histogram of ΔZ values for DNA tethers shows that at 0.45 pN, 50% of the topological domains were greater than Zloop by as much 3.4-fold. At 0.25 pN 65 percent of ΔZ values exceeded Zloop reaching a maximum of 4.3-fold. This difference may be due to tension which opposes coiling as well as the juxtaposition of coils that might become entangled when a loop forms. It is remarkable that these topological domains constrained 64
to 80% of the tether while the loop segment was only 19% of the total length.

\[ \Delta Z = Z_{\text{loop}} + Z_{\text{gyre}}(n_{\text{trapped}} - n_{\text{loop}}) \]  

(1)

Estimation of the minimum \( \Delta Z \) was obtained by substituting 3.8 for \( n_{\text{loop}} \) in Equation (1) (Figure 2, black lines). The data roughly fall along or above these lines suggesting that simple models might explain topologies that trap minimum amounts of supercoiling.

For the nanoscale system described here, Figure 3 depicts open or plectonemic loops (Figure 3A) that would produce \( \Delta Z \) values equal to \( Z_{\text{loop}} \). These are only two examples from a set in which the loop segment does not become entangled with flanking DNA. Such a plectoneme that is completely contained within the 400 bp (136 nm) loop can accommodate at most about four gyres of 36 nm/gyre. If flanking DNA becomes entwined, the loop segment may entangle a flanking segment of lesser or equal length. Thus, whereas approximately four plectonemic gyres can be constrained to 80% of the tether while the loop segment was only 19% of the total length.

**Non-specific looping is unlikely**

\( \Delta Z \) values larger than \( Z_{\text{loop}} \) result from topological domains larger than the loop. One possibility is that superhelicity promotes non-specific binding giving rise to a variety of loop sizes. Although Kramer et al. (42) concluded that negative supercoiling enhanced LacI binding to operator-bearing minicircles, Sasmor et al. (43) found that LacI bound with higher affinity to torsionally relaxed DNA and 100-fold higher affinity to a torsionally relaxed O1 operator compared to a non-operator sequence. In more recent experiments, LacI-mediated looping of supercoiled plasmids produced looped domains commensurate with specific binding according to atomic force microscopy measurements (9). In addition, just recently, we reported that supercoiling facilitates the formation of a LacI-mediated loop of the expected size in DNA under tension (Yan, Y., Leng, F., Finzi, L. and Dunlap, D. (2018) Protein-mediated looping of DNA under tension requires supercoiling. Nucl Acids Research, ePub ahead of print). Given the low likelihood of high non-specific affinity and the recent observations of loop sizes in supercoiled DNA corresponding to expectations from the known sequences, it is unlikely that non-specific loops of various sizes produced the wide range of extensions observed.
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**Conformation**
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\[ \Delta Z = Z_{\text{loop}} \]
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\[ Z_{\text{loop}} \geq \Delta Z > Z_{\text{loop}} \]
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\[ \Delta Z > Z_{\text{loop}} \]

E

**Figure 3.** Three distinct modes of entanglement trap different levels of supercoiling and topologically constrain different lengths of DNA. LacI can secure a loop without entangling any flanking DNA and shorten the tether by a value proportional to the loop size, \( Z_{\text{loop}} \) (A). Alternatively, a blue looped segment may entangle with flanking black segments to further reduce the extension. For example, LacI can connect operators in a plectoneme and flanking DNA (B, C), in two different plectonemes (D), or in knotted DNA (E). Entanglements between the loop and flanking segments can reduce the extension by up to twice \( Z_{\text{loop}} \) (B–D). Knotting between the loop and flanking segments can reduce the extension by more than \( Z_{\text{loop}} \) (E).

Within a loop, the loop segment entwined with flanking DNA can constrain up to eight plectonemic gyres. Four or six are diagrammed in Figure 3B or C and D respectively. Such topological configurations with flanking entanglements would be expected to exhibit \( \Delta Z \) values in the range \( 2Z_{\text{loop}} \geq \Delta Z > Z_{\text{loop}} \). Knotting in which LacI binds to a site threaded through a loop of flanking DNA might also create topological entanglements that restrict extension of the flanking DNA (Figure 3E). In this case \( \Delta Z \) values, may range from slightly greater than the loop size to very long contours that include almost all of the available DNA.

These diagrams illustrate the three distinct modes of entanglement that determine the relationship between trapped supercoils and the contour length of the topological domains. For DNA tethers under sub-picoNewton levels of tension, LacI-mediated loops frequently formed plectonemic entanglements and knots that topologically constrained up to 80% of the DNA tether. This implies that loops forming in supercoiled DNA in macromolecularly crowded spaces are likely to produce highly condensed DNA topologies. It is obvious that transient dissociation of the loop-securing protein from a binding site might permit rapid slithering that changes the extent of entanglement and the size of the topological domain (Figures 2 and 3, Supplementary Figure S4). Indeed, records of the extension of supercoiled DNA with and without LacI, clearly showed rapid, LacI-mediated switching between multiple states of different length (Supplementary Figure S6).

**DISCUSSION**

These data show that LacI can: (i) separate domains of oppositely supercoiled DNA withstanding considerable torsional stress, (ii) mediate loops in DNA under higher tension (0.45 pN), that likely contain L-DNA and preferentially trap negative supercoiling (Figures 1C and 2), (iii), topologically constrain segments larger than the distance between LacI operators (Figure 2) by entwining, or knotting, flanking and loop segments of DNA (Figure 3) and (iv) catalyze variations of the size of these topological domains (Supplementary Figure S6). The latter agrees with the recent suggestion, from microarray assays and Monte Carlo simulations, that the sizes of topological domains in the chromosome change dynamically (44). Such dynamics might moderate extensive genomic restructuring or compaction due to the cooperative binding of architectural proteins, such as HU or HNS in prokaryotes, or histone octamers in eukaryotes.

Topological domains of different sizes have also been observed with λ CI repressor-mediated loops in extensively supercoiled DNA (Supplementary Figure S7). This suggests that constraining topological domains larger than the distance between binding sites in supercoiled genomes may be a general feature of protein-mediated DNA looping. These findings have intriguing implications for DNA/chromatin packaging, especially for coordinated gene expression. For example, it is straightforward to envision that a supercoiled loop might encompass nearby genes and influence the transcription from a nearby promoter, but coarse-grained models show that the interaction of two distant sites along contiguous DNA is most sensitive to supercoiling (45). Plectonemes in distant DNA segments topologically pinned by protein-mediated loops may explain this observation.

There might be significant advantages to topologically entangling more DNA than just the segment between the binding sites of a loop-mediating protein. First, a larger topological domain protects larger segments of DNA from damage following single-stranded nicks (Supplementary Figure S8). Second, larger topological domains may catalyze DNA damage repair by keeping the two ends to be rejoined closer to each other, since they must slither to untangle from each other instead of being free to separate along multiple three-dimensional trajectories (45). Such confinement would be particularly important when double-strand breaks must be repaired through non-homologous end join-
ing. Third, larger domains will produce greater compaction of the chromosome. Fourth, these larger topological domains exhibit different configurational isomers of DNA, which may increase the opportunities for regulation. Fifth, larger topological entanglements facilitate bridging by proteins that maintain structural integrity of the chromosome, such as HNS in prokaryotes (46). Lastly, protein-mediated knotting involving a distant plectoneme radically alters topology and perhaps DNA transactions quite distant from the loop (Figure 3E).

This work suggests that large, dynamic domains, which characterize genomes across biological kingdoms, may result from protein-mediated loops that topologically isolate segments of supercoiled DNA larger than the actual contour length between the protein binding sites. Although relatively small DNA loops, in DNA molecules only five times longer, were examined in this study, the possibility of the formation of extensive plectonemic structures between large relatively small DNA loops, in DNA molecules only five times longer, were examined in this study, the possibility of the formation of extensive plectonemic structures between large loops and flanking DNA is predicted to significantly impact chromosome structure, dynamics and function, including coordinated gene expression.
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